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The Australian Council of Superannuation Investors (ACSI) has again rated Oil Search in the Leading
category for its sustainability reporting and disclosure practices. Oil Search is now a pace-setting
leader, 1 of 26 companies in the ASX200 that has maintained its place in the Leader category for five
or more years, as well as a leader in the Energy, Gas and Utilities sector.
ACSI assesses ASX200 companies by benchmarking public disclosure of material environmental, social and
governance (ESG) risks. With 29 Australian superannuation funds and six international pension funds with
over $1.5 trillion in investments under membership, ACSI believes that commitment to managing ESG risks
provides safer long term investment returns.
To be considered in the Leading category of ACSI’s report, companies usually measure and disclose
performance across at least five sustainability risk areas, disclosing target and performance data on their
website, annual and/or sustainability reports. These sustainability risk areas are generally considered and
integrated in to the company’s wider business strategy and measured against globally recognised reporting
standards.
Oil Search has continued to evolve the way we communicate our Social Responsibility risks and
performance. The Social Responsibility microsite now has a fully customisable data book for use by
investors and stakeholders to scrutinise data, as well as provides the ability to create customisable reports.
Transparent disclosure and reporting of ESG risks is part of Oil Search’s overall commitment to social
responsibility and sustainable development. As a supporting company for the EITI, Oil Search has a long
standing commitment to payments transparency and this year, for the first time, published information on its
tax strategy and structure. Oil Search’s commitment was further highlighted in 2015 by:





Investing US$9.6 million in sustainable development
A 13% reduction in emissions intensity
Inclusion on the FTSE4Good Index for the first time and awarded the RobecoSAM Industry Mover
Medal
Zero safety incidents resulting in a Lost Work Day Case

To learn more about Oil Search’s commitment to Social Responsibility, payments transparency or view our
ongoing performance, visit the Social Responsibility microsite here: http://socialresponsibility.oilsearch.com/
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